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Executive summary
Dynamic market shifts are propelling traditional enterprises in all industries toward digital. The forces are many:
Companies feel pressured to ﬁnd better ways to engage with customers and make the most of data proliferation
while being challenged by disruptive innovators. They all are grappling with the same critical decisions about how
to build the digital capabilities that will support their future growth.
Bain & Company wanted to track traditional (i.e., non-digital native) enterprises on this journey to understand
how well positioned they are to succeed, what companies farthest along on the digital journey are doing to stay
ahead of the competition and which best practices companies can apply to their own digital transformation. We
partnered with Red Hat to survey 449 US executives and IT leaders across industries.
Among the objectives of our research: to determine the future role of next-generation technology in digital transformation for traditional enterprises, with emphasis on containers, a new technology that enables software to run
reliably when moved from one computing environment to another.

A quest for digital maturity
Our research helped us bring digital transformation into sharper focus. Digital disruption is affecting different
industries at different rates, but few will avoid its impact. Our research shows that far and away, the biggest disruptive force is digital innovation by competitors, which was cited more frequently than any other factor. This
ﬁnding reinforces our view that many companies are in a reactive mode and that those that wait to respond to
competitors’ moves risk being out-innovated by more proactive companies. Despite the mounting pressures, we
found that few traditional enterprises have made substantial progress on the digital journey and even the most
digitally mature traditional enterprises are not on the bleeding edge.
In all, we identiﬁed ﬁve distinct segments of companies:
•

digital differentiators in dynamic industries that need to stay aggressive to compete, deliver new capabilities
and grow the market;

•

strivers that are investing to keep up with changes in customer engagement;

•

staged and secure companies in security-focused industries (such as ﬁnancial services) that use digital platforms
but need to proceed cautiously;

•

operations-focused companies in moderate growth industries (often business-to-business or manufacturingfocused) that have been less affected by digital but are using digital for operational excellence; and

•

digital skeptics in industries with less obvious disruption that regard digital as a lower priority and view IT
primarily as a back-ofﬁce function.

Across this landscape, one ﬁnding underscores the true value that is associated with becoming more digitally
advanced. Among the surveyed companies, the 15% of companies that are farthest along on the digital maturity
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curve are 8 times more likely to have gained share than the 15% of companies that are least mature. This ﬁnding
is based on data across industries, whether business success is driven by operational efﬁciency or customer/
product innovation. Digital capabilities are enabling leaders to differentiate and drive business outcomes.

The digital maturity journey
Across segments, companies take a well-deﬁned path toward digital maturity by prioritizing investments in operating model changes to improve decision rights, talent management and collaboration, as well as in the core elements of an IT architecture needed to spur digital capabilities. These investments are the digital foundation that
enables more advanced capabilities in customer engagement, analytics and rapid innovation. More digitally
mature companies understand that, without having such investments in place, these more advanced initiatives
will be limited in their potential impact. Building this foundation is the focus of a comprehensive, cross-functional
transformation, and the elements of this transformation are highly interrelated. For instance, before making
technology decisions, more digitally mature ﬁrms ensure that investments are aligned with the processes, culture
and architecture that support digital capabilities.
Speciﬁcally in terms of IT architecture, ﬁrms invest in technology that delivers adaptability, resilience, speed and the
ability to use analytics for better-informed decisions that improve the customer experience and operations. These
involve signiﬁcant investment, with next-generation architecture being a particularly consistent focus. As expected,
our research determined that, among the most digitally advanced traditional enterprises, all report that they consider their architectures to be agile, adaptable and scalable, vs. only 16% of those that are least advanced.
More digitally mature companies also tackle the challenges of architecture modernization head-on, seeking to
capitalize on infrastructure and invest in differentiators. They recognize that existing infrastructure and applications do not need to be a drag on digital efforts; optimizing and modernizing existing technology should be part of
the overall journey. When comparing more and less digitally mature companies, our survey showed that investment
varies dramatically in cloud-based architecture, data access and advanced analytics (machine learning, Big Data),
infrastructure optimization technologies, and modern application development and deployment platforms such
as containers. In the newest of these technologies, modern application development, companies that are most
digitally mature are three times more likely to invest than the least mature companies. This emerging investment
trend led us to conduct a deeper dive into containers to understand the future role they may play in modernization.

Can containers make a difference?
One of the objectives of our research was to determine the likely path of container adoption, as containers directly
or indirectly enable several key attributes of digital transformation. Indeed, our survey found that respondents are
beginning to beneﬁt from faster innovation as well as improved development and deployment cycles. For example,
adopters frequently report 15% to 30% reductions in development time. Adopters also report initial cost savings
of 5% to 15% due to greater hardware and process efﬁciencies. Containers’ greater portability also improves the
ﬂexibility and scalability of IT architectures, with some adopters mentioning containers as a step toward migration
to more cloud-focused architectures. Given these beneﬁts, container adoption is expected to grow across all phases of the application life cycle (development, testing and production), with the growth being most dramatic in
production. Some perceived hurdles to adoption include security issues, the impression that most workloads
cannot be containerized (i.e., applicability) and worries about the lack of enterprise-grade persistent storage
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options. Given these concerns, we wanted to understand if containers could replicate the rapid adoption of analog
technologies such as server virtualization once the perceived obstacles are lessened. Our research suggests that
there are reasons to be optimistic about the future of containers.
Many companies evaluating containers ask a fundamental question: Are they as broadly applicable as server virtualization to a spectrum of workloads? While overcoming the applicability barrier will be key to containers’ future path, survey respondents do report a growing set of workloads being prioritized for containerization. We are
seeing progress on initially more difﬁcult-to-containerize stateful applications, and companies are showing high
interest in moving beyond web applications to containerize more traditional applications (e.g., databases, business intelligence/analytics, custom apps) over the next three years. In addition, while today early container
adopters are prioritizing net new applications engineered in ways that are easy to containerize (e.g., microservices),
we are increasingly seeing examples of companies containerizing older, monolithic applications, further expanding containers’ applicability. As with other applications, containerizing these legacy apps has potential to
improve adaptability and cost efﬁciency by increasing portability, decreasing complexity and streamlining the
installation, upgrade and rollback process. Among the companies beneﬁting from the new technology, Dell
has publicly stated that it used the industry-leading Docker container format to containerize a 20-year-old
monolithic in-band systems management tool that remained fully functional while leaving no footprint on the
host. Containerization simpliﬁed installation, upgrade and rollback, and could run on any Linux distribution
supporting the Docker format.
As containers grow in value, we are seeing industry momentum increase around them. Battle lines are being
drawn in container orchestration and management between lead innovator Docker, which continues to drive the
container format standard, and solutions from incumbent software vendors as well as leading cloud vendors
(e.g., Google’s Kubernetes), and many respondents are indicating that they are implementing multiple solutions
or even developing their own.
Yet, despite the potential for broader ecosystem impacts, we do see containers continuing to coexist with virtual
machines (VMs) in the near future, as respondents indicated that over the next three years they will increasingly
deploy containers on VMs as opposed to bare metal. Despite the limitations on cost efﬁciencies from containers when
implemented on VMs, companies continue to value VMs’ security, familiarity and integrated solution suites.
Whether or not they replicate VMs’ rapid ascent, as container usage continues to evolve and containers become
more applicable, we do see them becoming an increasingly attractive option for companies across many industries,
particularly as they struggle to meet the intensifying digital imperative.
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1.
The need to embrace
a digital future

• When focusing on traditional enterprise, our survey
found that the biggest disruptive force was competitor innovation, indicating that many companies
are taking a reactive rather than proactive approach to digital. Beyond this, companies are
also responding to the greater availability and
potential value in new data for their customers
and operations.
• We assessed the digital maturity of traditional
enterprises across key attributes and business
metrics such as the use of digital to improve engagement for data analytics and rapid innovation. We
also considered the agility, adaptability and scalability of their IT architecture. On these measures,
traditional enterprises vary widely in how far
they’ve progressed on their digital journey. However, even those that have made the most progress—the 15% of most mature traditional enterprises—still score relatively low compared with
what we would expect for digital innovators.
• Five distinct, cross-industry segments emerge at
varying levels of maturity: digital differentiators,
strivers, staged and secure companies, operations-focused companies and digital skeptics.
• Companies that have made the most strides in digital outperform their rivals. The 15% of companies
that are farthest along on the digital maturity curve
are 8 times more likely to have increased market
share and consistently exceed multiple goals than
the 15% of companies that are least mature.
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Figure 1: Focusing on traditional enterprises, we found that many react to competitors rather than proactively
address them
On a scale of 1 to 5 (1=not impactful; 5=very impactful), how important have the following forces been in driving digital changes?

Percentage rating 4 or 5
80%
65
60
43

39

40

37

20

15

0
Digital innovation
by competitors

Data proliferation
regarding customer/
business operations

Shift in customer
engagement model

Availability of
new infrastructure/
IT technologies

Availability of
new consumer technology

Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)

Figure 2: As a result, traditional enterprises vary widely in how far they’ve progressed on their digital journey
Self-reported ratings across key dimensions of digital maturity

Digital agenda

Advanced IT
architecture and
capabilities

Data utilization

Nimble
operational
model

Digital customer
engagement

Digital innovation

Success on
key digital
metrics

0–100 maturity score
Digital maturity score distribution
Frequency
80
Those who have made the
most progress—the 15%
most mature traditional
enterprises—still
score relatively low
on scale

60
40
20

Few if any
traditional
enterprises are
on the bleeding
edge of digital,
and goal posts
continue to shift

0
0–4 5–9 10–14 15–19 20–24 25–29 30–34 35–39 40–44 45–49 50–54 55–59 60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80–84 85–89 90–94 95–99
Total maturity score (min=0; max=100)
Note: Assigned scores based on responses to digital attributes and key digital metrics
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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Figure 3: Five distinct, cross-industry segments emerge at varying levels of maturity
Traditional enterprise segments

Digital differentiators

Companies in dynamic industries with innovative/disruptive competitors that see digital innovation as an opportunity
to deliver new capabilities and grow markets

Companies that acutely perceive changes in how customers engage and that invest heavily to keep up
Strivers

Staged and secure

Focused on operations

Digital skeptics

Companies in security-focused industries (e.g., financial services) that use digital platforms and channels but proceed
cautiously given security concerns

Companies in moderate growth industries that have been less affected by digital but are using digital to drive
operational excellence—often in business-to-business or manufacturing-focused industries

Companies in industries that have less obvious disruption and/or market forces at play limiting impact
(e.g., declining industries)—these companies regard digital as a lower priority and view IT as a back-office function

Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449), latent class segment analysis

Figure 4: Digital maturity is valuable: Companies that make the biggest strides on digital outperform
More digitally mature companies are 8x more likely to gain share …

… and consistently exceed their objectives on multiple goals

Comparison of self-reported firm growth to self-reported
industry growth

Self-assessment of performance on key goals: revenue growth,
customer advocacy/satisfaction, competitive advantage/
market position, cost containment, agility/responsiveness

100%

40%
30

80

20
Gained share
10
0

Begin to see share
gains at even lower levels
of maturity

60

40

Gained share
Lost share

Lost share

20

−10

0

−20
Top 15% maturity

Exceed expectations
on multiple goals

Bottom 15% maturity

Exceed expectations
on one goal
Exceed on none
Top 15%

Notes: Top 15% scored 67 or above; bottom 15% scored 45 and below; share gain/loss/held steady based on answers to industry growth and company revenue growth
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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2.

• Companies take a well-deﬁned path to digital maturity
by investing in operating model changes to improve
decision rights, talent management and collaboration as well as the IT architecture needed to
spur digital capabilities. This gives them a solid
foundation to invest in the next wave.

Finding the right path
to digital maturity

• Digitally mature traditional enterprises are making
gains in adaptability, resilience, speed and analytics/
customer engagement. For example, on a 1 (does not
describe at all) to 5 (describes completely) scale, 69%
of leaders rated themselves a 4 or 5 when it comes
to investing in capabilities to rapidly develop and
deploy applications while only 12% of the less mature
traditional enterprises rated themselves a 4 or 5.
• Prioritization of these elements, however, may vary
from segment to segment. Speed is likely to be a
priority for digital differentiators and strivers while
cost may be a key objective for staged and secure
and operations-focused companies.
• As companies move along the digital maturity curve,
they invest more in next-generation technologies
because more demands are placed on the infrastructure to be adaptable, scalable and agile.
• The survey found that respondents are beginning to
realize material architectural beneﬁts from containers.
Process simpliﬁcation gains include lower provisioning needs and the ability to use the same environment across separate builds.
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Figure 5: Operating model and IT architecture are critical for companies to progress on their digital journey
Increase digital maturity
Early stage

Transitional

Advanced

Digital agenda

Foundation

Operating model

IT architecture—adaptable,
resilient infrastructure

Most companies
have a basic
idea that digital
is important

IT architecture—analytics,
next-generation
infrastructure
Next
wave

Transitional companies focus
on completing digital foundation

Customer engagement
A solid foundation can be leveraged
in next-wave investments

Innovation/test and learn

Advanced efforts/investments
Sources: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449); Bain analysis

Figure 6: Those who have advanced the farthest have invested across key elements of digital architecture
On a scale of 1 to 5 (1=does not describe at all; 5=describes completely),
to what extent would you say the following statements describe your company?
Percentage rating 4 or 5
100%

100

75

69

63

69
56

56

50
1 Adaptability
25

16

2

Resiliency
14

3

4

Speed

Analytics/customer engagement
20

16

12

6

0
IT architecture is
agile, adaptable
and scalable

IT designed to
ensure security
and reliability

Applications can be
developed and
deployed rapidly
Top 15%

Advanced analytics
and Big Data
incorporate

IT helps to increase
IT enables self-service
for business functions customer delight via an
engaging digital
and customer
experience
engagement

Bottom 15%

Differential strength of advanced-stage companies in IT architecture underlines potential value for digitally enabling technologies
Notes: Advanced stage=highest 15% of maturity scores (67 and above); early stage=lowest 15% of maturity scores (45 and below)
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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Figure 7: IT architecture: However, prioritization of these elements may vary from segment to segment
Key gaps/
challenges

• Adaptable architecture
• Personalization

• Rapid innovation
• Development/deployment
process and speed
• Advanced analytics

• New platforms
• Resilient architecture

• Personalization
• Development/deployment
process and speed
• Advanced analytics

• Resilient architecture
• Omnichannel/
personalization

• Adaptable architecture
• Legacy infrastructure/
applications
• Ongoing security needs

• Digital sales tools
• Adaptable architecture
• Resilient architecture

• Legacy infrastructure/
applications
• Analytics
• Cost sensitivity

Digital differentiators

Strivers

Staged and secure

Focused on operations

1

Strengths

2
Adaptability

Top priority

3

Resiliency

Speed

4
Analytics/
customer

5
Cost

Low priority

Sources: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449); Bain analysis

Figure 8: More mature enterprises are differentially investing in next-generation technologies
At what stage of adoption is your company currently for each of the following technologies (not considering, considering,
proof of concept/pilot, adopted for selective use, adopted for broad use, don’t know)?
Newest technologies
Respondents by technology adoption rate
100%
80
60
40
20

60

47
25

47
21

40
4

0
Cloud-based
architecture

Modern storage
environment

Modern data
environment

40
21

14

Advanced
analytics

Advanced
infrastructure
optimization tech

Adoption goals

Companies should prioritize next-gen tech adoption based on desired end state
Cost
Adaptability
Resiliency
Speed
Analytics/
customer
Top 15% maturity
Notes: Top 15% scored 67 or above; bottom 15% scored 45 and below
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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Bottom 15% maturity

20

33
14

Internet of
Things

11
Modern application
development/
deployment
platforms (e.g.,
containers)
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Figure 9: Respondents are beginning to realize material architectural beneﬁts from containers
Type of benefit

Realized benefits

Implications

Moderate or significant benefit
80%

Cost

52

49

Simpler maintenance

Improved cost efficiency

60
40
20
0

• Adopters report initial cost savings of
around 5%–15% from hardware and process
efficiencies
• Users cite greater “ease of use” and “easier
upgrades” leading to simplified
maintenance

Moderate or significant benefit

Speed

80%
60
40
20
0

55

Simplified process
for deploying and
managing apps

Resiliency

Adaptability

43

Faster
development
lead times

Moderate or significant benefit
Resiliency
80%
60
40
29
20
0
Increased resilience to
failure or attack

48

39

Reduction in Improve collaboration
configuration
between app
delays
developers and ops team

• Adopters experiencing around 15%–30%
reductions in development times
• Process simplification gains include lower
provisioning needs and ability “to use same
environment across separate builds”

Adaptability
50

• Primarily infrastructure gains thus far are
driven by portability benefits of containers

Portability of containers
across platfoms/machines

Notes: Height of bars corresponds to percentage of respondents realizing moderate or significant benefits; includes respondents with minimum familiarity with containers; data
shown for container adopters only, defined by selective or broad container adoption across any development phase (n=58); respondents could only rate realized benefits for
factors cited as expected benefits in the prior question
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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• Container adoption is expected to grow across all app
life cycle phases, especially the production phase.

The evolution of
container technology

• Perceived barriers may determine which path adoption takes. Some of those include implementation
barriers regarding security and applicability as well
as concerns typical of early-stage technologies such
as training and familiarity, stickiness of existing technology investments and an immature ecosystem.

• Going forward, containers may take a similar adoption path to that seen by analog technologies such
as virtualization.

• With regard to concerns about applicability, we see
container adopters prioritizing a growing set of workloads. Today, web apps are a top priority for some
of the companies we studied, but future emphasis
may shift to other workloads, even those traditionally considered more difﬁcult to containerize.
• A further example of expanding container applicability can be found in companies looking beyond
net new applications when thinking about containers. Today, early container adopters are most
often targeting apps (typically, net new apps)
constructed in ways that ﬁt well with containers. For
example, the modular nature of applications engineered for microservices suits them well for
containerization and maximizes container beneﬁts for rapid updates and rollback. Among respondents, half of container adopters indicate that
they are prioritizing workloads in which they are
moving toward a microservices architecture.
• Yet, companies are ﬁnding that containers are
not just for workloads that have already been
designed for microservices. Increasingly, they
are using containers for legacy apps as well. For
example, Dell successfully used Docker to containerize a 20-year-old systems management tool.
• Container deployments on the public cloud and
virtual machines will grow faster than bare metal
deployments despite enhanced efﬁciency in private environments.
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Figure 10: Container adoption is expected to grow across all app life cycle phases
Significant growth expected in both development and testing
as both broad and selective use expand
Container usage: Testing

Container usage: Development
273

100%

Growth expected to be highest in production

267

Container usage: Production

270

100%

261

80

80

80

60

60

60

40

40

40

20

20

20

0

0
Today

Three years
from now

Adopted for broad use

271

262

Today

Three years
from now

100%

0
Today

Adopted for selective use

Three years
from now
Proof of concept/pilot

Considering

Not considering

Notes: Includes all developer and IT decision maker respondents, but excludes respondents whose quantitative answers were inconsistent with qualitative adoption (n=281);
respondents who selected “don’t know” not shown on chart
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)

Figure 11: Going forward, containers may take a similar path to those seen during the adoption of analog technologies
Accelerated/steep

Speed of adoption

Unit share

Slow/gradual

Container maturity 2016

90%
80
70

20

50

2018

30

Server virtualization

Speed of adoption for containers
may follow the accelerated
virtualization path, the slow and
limited NAS route or fall
somewhere in the middle

60

40

E

18

Upper bound:
Virtualization has seen widespread,
accelerated adoption

Linux

Cloud

E

Big Data

20

NAS

10
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Lower bound:
NAS experienced slow growth and never
achieved widespread adoption

16

18

20

22

24

Years since introduction

Where is the container adoption curve likely to fall within this range?
Notes: For virtualization, unit share reflects the percentage of workloads virtualized; for cloud, unit share reflects the percentage of workloads/MIPS moved to the cloud; for Linux,
unit share reflects Linux’s percentage of market share among operating systems; for NAS, unit share reflects the percentage of terabytes in global storage stored in NAS; for Big
Data, unit share reflects the percentage of total analytics spend on Big Data
Sources: IDC and Gartner reports
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Figure 12: Perceived barriers may determine which path adoption takes, including implementation barriers
around security, applicability
What are the top barriers that prevent your organization from expanding its use of containers (not a barrier, minor, moderate or significant barrier)?
Application vendor support/certification

32

Ecosystem

Lack of certification/digital structure

33

Management (i.e., lack of tools)

44

Integration with existing
development tools and processes

44

Lack of DevOps maturity

47

Business
case/return
on investment

Value of containers isn’t clear to management

34

Value of containers isn’t clear to tech staff

36

Perception that containers are not yet
enterprise ready

43

Investment in existing solution

45

Lack of training & education/skills

49

Scalability
Breadth of
applicability

Implementation/
technology

Largest barriers are
typical of early-stage
technologies—lack
of familiarity,
hesitation to move
from existing tech,
immature ecosystem
(particularly in
management tools)

25

Performance (i.e., variability)

33

Lack of enterprise-grade persistent storage options
Perception that most workloads cannot
be containerized
Ease of use

34
36
36

Security

36
0

Related to other
early-stage
barriers;
around two-thirds
of respondents
selecting ease
of use also cited
lack of training
as a hurdle

Key potential adoption
barriers around
security and breadth
of applicability

10
20
30
40
50%
Pecent of respondents citing barrier as moderate or significant

Note: Includes respondents with minimum familiarity with containers (n=121)
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)

Figure 13: Applicability: Respondents see a growing set of workloads being prioritized for containerization
What types of workloads is your organization prioritizing for containerization today?
How do you anticipate that prioritization to change in three years—if at all?
Mainframe or terminal applications
Content/collaboration sites/portals
Several workload types not
prioritized today will see
highest growth in relative
prioritization three years
from now

Compute intensive
Custom applications that use databases
Business intelligence, reporting, dashboards
Mobile or mobile web
Email/communication
Databases
System tools (i.e., network scanners, loggers,
aggregates, load balancers, firewalls)
Enterprise applications

Web apps are
top priority
today; lower
future prioritization may
reflect shifting
emphasis to
other workloads

Custom applications that use application servers
System software (i.e., DNS, NFS, storage)
Infrastructure applications
Web applications/servers
0

20

40

60

80

Respondents selecting workload type for prioritization today
Today
Note: Includes all developer respondents with minimum level of container familiarity (n=21)
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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Figure 14:

Applicability: Today, early container adopters are targeting net new apps in easy-to-

containerize formats
Which of the following factors supports the decision to containerize these workloads first?
Respondents
80%
60

High degree of overlap between
respondents citing these two
62
52

52

48

40

43

38

20

0

Need to be able
to update and roll
back if there is a
problem

Moving toward
microservices
architecture

Cloud native and
thus a good fit for
containerization

Update more
frequently

Opportunity to quickly
prove container
technology

Need to be
reengineered
to support
demand/scale

“Over the past two to three years, all our new apps have been microservices. These are the first apps we’re targeting to move to containers.”
Senior systems programmer, transportation and logistics company
Note: Includes all developer respondents with minimum level of container familiarity (n=22)
Sources: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449); follow-up survey callbacks; CIO magazine

Figure 15: Applicability: However, containerizing legacy applications is possible and can drive signiﬁcant value
Legacy apps can be containerized with positive results

Case study: Dell

• Legacy (generally monolithic) apps can be refactored and containerized
or containerized in their current state

• Dell ran a 20-year-old monolithic in-band systems management
tool composed of many services

− Best practice is to rebuild and distribute application, but can derive
significant benefits from containerizing applications as-is

• This tool caused two problems for customers:
− Large footprint on host made upgrading or uninstalling
packages and dependencies difficult
− Supported only on select Linux distributions

• Containerizing legacy apps increases portability
• Containerization streamlines installation, upgrade and rollback processes
and simplifies the process for recreating copies of legacy apps for
integration development or testing scenarios

• Dell used Docker to containerize the tool in its current state
− Challenges included the size, dependencies, need for access
to server’s hardware and multiservice nature of the tool

• Users can also realize benefits by breaking off, refactoring and
containerizing pieces of a legacy app

• Despite challenges, the tool remained fully functional while
deriving multiple benefits from containerization:

− Users can containerize most of a legacy app as-is while refactoring
and separately containerizing high-value portions (e.g., pieces that
need to be updated most frequently)

− Tool left no footprint on the host
− Simplified installation, upgrade and rollback
− Tool could run on any Linux distribution supporting Docker

“There is a mistaken belief that containers are just for microservices,
but they can be used for just about anything.”
Chief strategic architect, software services company

Sources: The New Stack, 2016; Cloud Technology Partners, 2016; OSCON Open Container Day presentation, 2016
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Figure 16: Container deployments on the public cloud and virtual machines to grow faster than bare metal in
near term
What percentage of workloads/applications do you (currently/three years from now) run on each of the following?
Of those workloads, what percentage are containerized?
Reflects traditional enterprise view, but digital natives more likely to
deploy containers on public cloud

Containerized workloads/apps being run in environment type
100%

80

60

Users prioritizing containerization of cloud-native
apps today and in the future; 33% of respondents
report currently using at least one public container
as a service (CaaS) vendor

Public cloud
Traditional bare
metal (non-virtual
machine/hypervisor)

Most sophisticated applying on bare metal to also
drive infrastructure optimization and cost efficiency
gains

40
Early users value hypervisor foundations (security,
integrated management tools) for container
deployments

Virtual machines
20

0
Today

Three years from now
Potential for longer-term adoption on bare metal to capture greater efficiency gains

Note: Includes all developer and IT decision maker respondents regardless of adoption, but excludes respondents whose answers were inconsistent with qualitative
adoption (n=232)
Source: Bain/Red Hat Digital Transformation Survey (n=449)
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